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Front Cover Photos: Top, L to R: Beneficial State Bank’s living wall and desk from sustainable materials; An inside look at 
the Impossible Burger; Entrance to the Center for Environmental Studies at Bishop O’Dowd High School. 
Bottom, L to R: Photovoltaic system at Sonoma County wastewater treatment plant; Birds eye view of Salesforce Tower, 
a stok client; Veritable Vegetable loading produce at a local organic farm.

Spare the Air Leadership Award
Sponsored by the Bay Area Air Quality Management District

Veritable Vegetable — Green Fleet
Sonoma County Water Agency — Carbon Free Water Program

Environmental Project
Alcatraz Cruises — Hornblower Hybrid Fleet

Environmental Innovation
Impossible Foods

Sustainable Built Environment
Siegel & Strain Architects / Bishop O’Dowd High School, Oakland —  

Center for Environmental Studies
WRNS Studio / Sacred Heart Schools, Atherton — The Stevens Library

Acterra Award for Sustainability
Bay Maples: Wild California Gardens

Very Small Company  
stok 

Small Company 
Beneficial State Bank 

Medium Company
San Francisco International Airport  

Large Organization
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6 pm Opening Reception

6:45 pm Welcome 
Adam Stern, Executive Director, Acterra 

7 pm Presentation of Awards
 Jack Broadbent, Executive Officer, Bay Area Air Quality  

Management District
 Mayor Barbara Halliday, Mayor of the City of Hayward
 John Harvey, Founding Environmental Steward & Language 

Department Chair, The Athenian School
 Lindsey Kalkbrenner, Director, Center for Sustainability, Santa Clara 

University & Acterra Board Member

 Closing Remarks
 Nicole Angiel, Director of Business Partnerships, Acterra
 Jane Horton, Green Team Leader, Intuit 

8:30 pm Networking Reception and Building Tour 

PROGRAM   

ABOUT ACTERRA’S BUSINESS ENVIRONMENTAL AWARDS
Founded in 1990, Acterra’s Business Environmental Awards 
highlight and honor innovative programs and outstanding 
achievements that contribute toward a sustainable Bay Area. Since 
its inception, the program has recognized nearly 200 businesses 
and organizations for corporate environmental leadership. The 
program’s goals include celebrating the accomplishments of 
businesses with innovative sustainable programs, recognizing 
leaders in the industry, and providing an educational forum 
that increases awareness and motivates all companies to adopt 
sustainable business practices.
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AWARDEE

Veritable 
Vegetable
Green Fleet 
Category:
Spare the Air Leadership 
Award
Sponsored by the Bay Area Air 
Quality Management District

Veritable Vegetable purchases, transports, and supplies the 
highest quality organic fruits and vegetables on the market 
to independent cooperatives, retailers, restaurants, schools, 
corporate campuses, and wholesalers. Veritable Vegetable is 
proud to a run a green fleet to reduce their carbon footprint by 
improving fuel economy and reducing overall emissions. With 
a distribution area that includes California, Arizona, Colorado, 
Hawaii, Nevada, and New Mexico, and trucks on the road 365 
days of the year, Veritable Vegetable recognizes the importance 
of operating a more sustainable, green fleet.

In 2000, being environmentally aware and early adopters, 
Veritable Vegetable began developing a green fleet and 
prioritized environmental concerns regarding fleet related 
purchases. In addition to purchasing more sustainable 
equipment, Veritable Vegetable continuously improves logistics 
support to drivers to make sure their vehicles are full in both 
directions and maximize every mile driven to minimize their 
carbon footprint.

Through a variety of improvements, Veritable Vegetable has 
decreased diesel particulates by 85%, improved fuel economy 
by 3.52% per vehicle, and reduced fuel consumption by 6,000 
gallons per year. By the end of 2012, Veritable Vegetable replaced 
all refrigerated trucks with hybrid electric trucks in their local 
fleet. These hybrid trucks operate at 9.079 MPG and further 
reduced fuel consumption by at least 2,241 gallons per year. 

Veritable Vegetable is demonstrating to the greater community 
the potential for the trucking industry to reach goals for 
better fuel economy and lower emissions. Veritable Vegetable 
takes every opportunity to collaborate with other businesses, 
organizations, vendors, and manufacturers and share best 
practices and lessons learned at conferences, webinars, and 
panels.

Contact: Jennifer Doan
(415) 550-4893
jdoan@veritablevegetable.com
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AWARDEE

The Sonoma County Water Agency is among Sonoma County’s 
largest users of electricity. The pumping, treatment, and 
distribution of water to more than 600,000 residents takes 
large amounts of electrical power. Because of this, the Water 
Agency committed to the goal of operating a carbon free water 
system, which was achieved by procuring 100% of the Water 
Agency’s electricity from renewable and carbon free sources. 
Through this process, the Water Agency has established itself as 
a leader in climate mitigation activities and developing sources 
of renewable energy that balance its responsibilities to its 
customers and to the environment.

Since the Carbon Free Water Program was created in 2006, 
the Sonoma County Water Agency has seen a 99% reduction 
in their electricity greenhouse gas emissions. Total emissions 
related to electricity use fell from 21,870 metric tons of carbon 
dioxide equivalent in 2006 to 322 metric tons in 2015. The Water 
Agency first targeted water use efficiency to reduce electricity 
usage, which involved public awareness campaigns to decrease 
demand and efficiency upgrades to the system itself. 

In combination with the water efficiency improvements, the 
Water Agency also took an innovative approach to creating a 
renewable energy portfolio. By transferring management of 
its largest loads to a Joint Powers Authority, the Water Agency 
gained access to hydropower and other renewable energy 
sources outside of the energy utility’s power portfolio. The Water 
Agency has also developed three solar photovoltaic projects of 
its own, including floating solar photovoltaic systems, totaling 
about 2MW.

Contact: Carolyn Greco
(707) 547-1989
carolyn.greco@scwa.ca.gov 

Sonoma 
County Water 
Agency
Carbon Free 
Water Program 
Category:
Spare the Air Leadership 
Award
Sponsored by the Bay Area Air 
Quality Management District
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AWARDEE

Alcatraz 
Cruises 
Hornblower 
Hybrid Fleet  
Category:
Environmental Project

Alcatraz Cruises’ Hornblower Hybrid Fleet brings 1.7 million 
visitors to Alcatraz Island each year. When Alcatraz Cruises 
introduced its first hybrid ferry in 2008, it was the first of its 
kind in North America and the second in the world. Alcatraz 
Cruises remains the only passenger vessel company in North 
America with a fleet of hybrid vessels, serving as a model of 
environmental innovation for the marine tourism industry. These 
hybridized vessels consume a quarter of the fuel of a traditional 
vessel and emit 75% fewer greenhouse gas emissions.

Each of the vessels in the Hornblower Hybrid Fleet features ten-
foot wind turbines and photovoltaic solar arrays that cover the 
awning on the top decks. Power from these systems is converted 
and stored in the battery banks to run the navigation tools, 
lighting, and other electronics onboard. Each vessel uses Tier 2 
marine diesel engines, which are cleaner and more fuel-efficient, 
reducing the amount of diesel fuel used, minimizing greenhouse 
gas emissions, and significantly reducing Alcatraz Cruises’ overall 
carbon footprint. 

Alcatraz Cruises has developed a Respect Our Planet initiative to 
reduce its environmental footprint while increasing awareness 
among visitors and stakeholders. Through this policy, Alcatraz 
Cruises diverts over 94% of waste from the landfill, has 
repurposed 1300 gallons of cooking oil as biofuel, and furnished 
each of the hybrid vessels with recycled materials. Alcatraz 
Cruises strives to educate its stakeholders and visitors with 
onboard environmental education about energy efficiency, foods 
labeled with sustainability criteria, and well-labeled waste bins 
to maximize the landfill diversion rate.

Contact:  
Margaret Foster-Roesner
(415) 438-8342
mfoster-roesner@hornblower.com 
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AWARDEE

Impossible Foods was founded in 2011 with one simple question: 
why does meat taste like meat? From this, Impossible Foods 
set out to understand meat at the molecular level and create a 
more sustainable, juicy burger that is delicious, nutritious, and 
made of plants. By developing a process that essentially skips 
the biggest step in the plants-to-cows-to-burgers equation, 
Impossible Foods saves many resources typically lost in the 
industrial meat production system.

The result of over five years of research, the Impossible Burger is 
made from simple, all-natural ingredients such as wheat, coconut 
oil, and potatoes. The ingredient that sets the Impossible Burger 
apart is heme, a basic building block of all life that is uniquely 
abundant in meat. Responsible for the burger’s meaty smell, 
sizzle, bleed, and taste, the Impossible Foods team calls heme 
the “magic ingredient” that makes their burger a carnivore’s 
dream.

The Impossible Burger uses 95% less land, 74% less water, and 
creates 87% fewer greenhouse gas emissions than a traditional 
ground beef hamburger. Impossible Foods expects the burger’s 
overall impact to lessen as they optimize the production process. 
The Impossible Burger is 100% free of hormones, antibiotics, and 
artificial ingredients.

The Impossible Burger is currently served at five restaurants 
throughout the Bay Area: Jardiniére, Cockscomb, and Public 
House in San Francisco, Kronnerburger in Oakland, and Vina 
Enoteca in Palo Alto. It is also available in select restaurants in 
New York City and Los Angeles. Impossible Foods recently moved 
into a factory in East Oakland that will be capable of producing 1 
million pounds of burgers every month. Impossible Foods is also 
developing plant-based alternatives for chicken, pork, fish, and 
yogurt and plans to bring these products to market according to 
regional food preferences and customer demand.

Contact: Rachel Konrad
(650) 924-5471
rachel.konrad@
impossiblefoods.com 

Impossible 
Foods
Category:
Environmental Innovation
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AWARDEE

Siegel & Strain 
Architects / 
Bishop O’Dowd 
High School, 
Oakland
Center for 
Environmental 
Studies 
Category:
Sustainable Built 
Environment

The Bishop O’Dowd High School Center for Environmental 
Studies (CES) is the most recent addition to the school’s Living 
Laboratory program established in 2001. Operating at net-zero 
energy and LEED Platinum certified, this 5,500 square foot 
laboratory classroom building was designed to advance the 
environmental science and ecology curriculum, support the 
school’s Living Lab, and facilitate hands-on learning. 

This project employs several passive strategies to minimize the 
building’s energy use. The building was oriented to maximize its 
north-south exposures while minimizing east-west exposures 
for reduced heat gain. South-facing clerestory windows are 
protected from unwanted solar gain by a deep overhang and 
low-emissivity dual glazing, allowing for optimized natural 
lighting. A large porch shades the west end of the building and 
wraps around the building to the north to cover the outdoor 
classroom and gathering space.

The 11.5kW photovoltaic array and energy efficient design has 
yielded net positive energy production, meaning that the building 
produces more energy than it needs over a 12-month period. A 
4,300-gallon cistern that collects rainwater for toilet flushing 
and irrigation, plus low-flow water fixtures, has reduced the use 
of potable water by 60% compared with buildings of similar 
type and size. With siding from trees harvested on-site, reused 
classroom cabinets reclaimed from laboratories in California, and 
reused stock-piled materials from other completed, on-campus 
projects, the CES was constructed with natural, non-toxic, and 
environmentally friendly building materials.

The completion of the CES has spurred a green campus age 
for Bishop O’Dowd High School, inspiring them to target a net 
zero energy campus by 2025 and net zero waste by 2020. Above 
all, the largest impact the CES will have on the environment is 
the compounding effect of awareness and education that each 
student and visitor takes away from their visit.

Contact: Judy July
(510) 547-8092
info@siegelstrain.com 
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The Stevens Library at Sacred Heart Schools, Atherton is the 
first school building in California and the first library in the 
U.S. to achieve Net Zero Energy (NZE) from the International 
Living Future Institute. As the campus’ academic hub and social 
heart, the library is designed as a hands-on learning facility, 
making the school’s values of social awareness, sustainability, 
and community central to the everyday experience. While NZE 
has traditionally been seen as cost prohibitive, this project was 
designed and constructed at 20% below industry standard 
prices, demonstrating that net zero energy is an attainable goal 
on school campuses. 

The library’s design focuses on a variety of energy and water 
saving strategies. A high-efficiency photovoltaic system provides 
all of the library’s energy, while window glazing, rigid insulation, 
and solar tubes for natural light help to reduce energy loads. 
During an annual performance period, the building used 24,394 
kWh and generated 56,811 kWh, delivering back to the grid an 
additional 32,417 kWh. A 3,000-gallon tank filters and stores 
harvested rainwater, feeding the irrigation system for a nearby 
sustainable orchard and flushing toilets in all buildings.

This project includes interactive dynamic signage tied to the 
Building Management Systems, which clearly displays water and 
energy production and usage. This information allows students, 
teachers, and community members to see comparison data 
among five other campus buildings and to see daily, monthly, and 
yearly trends. Other engagement strategies included an outdoor 
student engagement session with informational boards and 
games that engaged students in recognizing the sustainability 
aspects of the building and connecting it to everyday metrics. 
This ongoing engagement has contributed to a noticeable 
energy demand reduction in the library over the last few years. Contact: Morgan Gray

(415) 549-2428
mgray@wrnsstudio.com

WRNS Studio/ 
Sacred Heart 
Schools, 
Atherton 
The Stevens 
Library
Category:
Sustainable Built 
Environment
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Acterra’s highest award recognizes businesses whose programs 
demonstrate leadership in many or all of the other award 
categories and achieve all three pillars of sustainability: people, 
planet and profit. 

Bay Maples Wild California Gardens is a landscaping company 
focused on the design and installation of drought tolerant, 
California native gardens. Bay Maples is the South Bay’s leading 
installer of all levels of greywater systems, simple, complex, and 
smart. Currently, the end use of their installed rain catchment 
systems is irrigation, but they are working to bring rainwater into 
homes and commercial enterprises, such as laundromats and 
horse stables. Bay Maples has established itself as an ongoing 
research and development project to bring water conservation, 
sustainable food growth, and resource recycling to its customers 
and community and the landscaping and plumbing industries.

As of November 2016, Bay Maples had installed rain catchment 
systems with the capacity to capture over 36,000 gallons of 
water per rain event and greywater systems that save upwards 
of 23,700 gallons of water per week. In addition to these water 
conservation systems, Bay Maples redesigns landscapes to be 
extremely water efficient, replacing lawns with native gardens, 
swales, and dry creeks. These water efficient features keep water 
on the premises, recharging the aquifer and preventing run-off 
and environmental pollutants from entering waterways. 

In addition to water conservation, Bay Maples promotes social 
sustainability through donations to local parks, including rain 
tanks, redwood pavers, and a redwood footbridge to Martial 
Cottle Park, and volunteer work with young men at the juvenile 
detention center in San Jose. Alan Hackler, the founder of Bay 
Maples, gives his time most Saturdays to teach these young 
men lifelong skills related to sustainable gardening, growing 
food, and cooking with what they’ve grown. Bay Maples also 
encourages employees to continue education by providing time 
off and paying for courses that are in line with company goals.

Contact: Doug Briggs
(408) 642-1860
doug@baymaples.com 

Bay Maples: 
Wild California 
Gardens 
Category:
Acterra Award for 
Sustainability
Very Small Company
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AWARDEE

stok  
Category:
Acterra Award for 
Sustainability
Small Company

Acterra’s highest award recognizes businesses whose programs 
demonstrate leadership in many or all of the other award 
categories and achieve all three pillars of sustainability: people, 
planet and profit. 

stok is a real estate services firm based in San Francisco. By 
balancing financial and performance goals with environmental 
and social needs, stok is revolutionizing the real estate industry. 
With over 107 million square feet of impact globally, including 
dozens of net zero energy and hundreds of LEED certified projects, 
and six of the Top 16 of Forbes’ Most Valuable Brands as partners, 
stok’s work enhances profitability by capturing wasted resources 
and maximizing environmental and human health benefits. On 
average, stok helps their clients save over 37% of annual energy 
usage, 34% of annual water usage, and divert 74% of their waste 
from landfills. stok pushes the boundaries of what is possible 
when it comes to finding, designing, building, and supporting 
their partners’ spaces.

Within their own workplace, stok has developed a variety of 
environmentally responsible initiatives, with a particular 
emphasis on achieving zero waste. Their comprehensive 
company-wide recycling program includes paper, cardboard, 
plastic, glass, metal, E-waste, and composting. To further reduce 
waste, stok works with Terracycle to recycle materials that are 
not collected by the city, including bar and chip bag wrappers and 
soft plastics, which are then upcycled into new products. They 
source their fruit in the office from Emeryville-based Imperfect 
Produce, which diverts from the landfill produce that has been 
rejected from grocery stores due to imperfections.

stok offers employees the first ever impact rated fossil-free, 
gun-free 401(k) retirement savings plan. With the rollout of a 
retirement savings plan that is in line with stok’s core values, 
the plan participation rate jumped from 14% to 100%. stok is 
partnering with one of their sub-tenants, HIP Investor, to write 
articles, host webinars, present at conferences, and speak one-
on-one with companies to help their partners adopt a fossil-free 
401(k) and maximize their collective impact.

Contact: Alice Contopoulos
(510) 919-3324
alice@stok.com 
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Acterra’s highest award recognizes businesses whose programs 
demonstrate leadership in many or all of the other award 
categories and achieve all three pillars of sustainability: people, 
planet and profit. 

Beneficial State Bank is a social enterprise bank founded in 
2007 with a triple bottom-line mission to build prosperity in 
our communities through beneficial banking services delivered 
in an economically and environmentally sustainable manner. 
They envision a banking system that is defined by social and 
environmental justice values and have designed their bank 
around these values in their lending practice, corporate practices, 
and unique ownership model. Upon creating Beneficial State 
Bank, the founders donated all of the economic shares to the 
nonprofit Beneficial State Foundation, which is a public charity 
governed in the public interest, permanently. This means that 
profits must go back into the low-income communities and 
environment.

The bank’s 2015 portfolio included loans for clean energy 
production, environmental remediation, emissions reduction 
retrofits for truckers, recycling services, and environmental 
education and advocacy, as well  as manufacturing and 
construction projects that include significant energy reduction 
and clean energy production elements. Beneficial State Bank’s 
clean energy portfolio has produced 300 M kW of clean energy, 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 212,000 metric tons 
during the life of the loans.  

Beneficial State Bank believes that their products, services, 
and actions should foster positive social impact, and foster 
social equity by proactively engaging with, learning from, and 
serving underserved communities. Beneficial State Bank has 
committed over $57 million in affordable housing loans, helping 
to support 4840 units of affordable housing in partnership with 
other lenders. Approximately 19% of their overall lending, over 
$82 million, goes to nonprofit organizations. Beneficial State 
Bank staff speak at workshops to provide financial education to 
nonprofit and small business borrowers. Employees are paid a 
minimum of 150% of the area Living Wage.

Contact: Annie Claybaugh
(510) 463-6561
aclaybaugh@beneficialstate.org  
 

Beneficial State 
Bank 
Category:
Acterra Award for 
Sustainability
Medium Company
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AWARDEE

San Francisco 
International 
Airport  
Category:
Acterra Award for 
Sustainability
Large Organization

Acterra’s highest award recognizes businesses whose programs 
demonstrate leadership in many or all of the other award 
categories and achieve all three pillars of sustainability: people, 
planet and profit. 

San Francisco International Airport  (SFO) is a nationally 
recognized sustainability leader in the aviation industry for its 
history of climate action, environmental policy, sustainability 
reporting, alternative transportation infrastructure procurement, 
and progressive infrastructure development. SFO has benefited 
from its visionary leadership and a deep culture of engagement 
across a workforce of nearly 40,000, including SFO Commission 
and City of San Francisco employees, vendors, and tenants that 
serve over 50 million passengers annually.

Despite its status as one of the fastest-growing airports in the 
United States, SFO has curtailed greenhouse gas emissions by 
nearly 38% from a 1990 baseline and cut water use by 12% and 
natural gas use by 5% over the last three years, saving the airport 
an estimated $650,000 in annual ongoing utility operational 
costs. In its commitment to environmental sustainability, SFO is 
reducing its energy consumption by 10,938 megawatt-hours per 
year, planting more than 2,000 trees that eliminate 120 tons of 
CO2 per year, conserving water usage across its campus by 37%, 
and improving 558 acres of wetlands throughout the Bay Area.

SFO’s mission is to be an exceptional airport in service to their 
communities. To ensure that the surrounding communities 
benefit from the economic impact of the airport, SFO has 
developed a framework for social sustainability that promotes 
access to economic opportunities. Today, 52% of food, beverage, 
and retail leases are owned by small and local businesses and 
more than 50% of the local business enterprise subcontractors for 
construction projects are women or minority-owned businesses. 
SFO’s robust internship program was one of the first in the 
aviation industry and has helped many young people transition 
into permanent jobs at SFO. SFO was also the first airport to 
ensure that the employees of their tenants and service providers 
are paid a living wage and a variety of benefits. 

Contact: Erin Cooke
(650) 821-5065
erin.cooke@flysfo.com 
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Bruce Klafter
Sr Director, Corporate Social & Environmental Responsibility
Member, Acterra Board of Directors 
Carol Berg
Former Policy Aide, Office of Supervisor Joe Simitian
Peggy Brannigan
Global Program Manager, Environmental Sustainability, LinkedIn
Perry Dembner
Independent Consultant, Former SVP, CMO CyberSource/Visa
Tom Flannigan
Public Information Officer, Bay Area Air Quality Management 
District

AWARDS JUDGING COMMITTEE
Carol Berg – Committee Chair 
Former Policy Aide 
Linda Brown
Senior Vice President, SCS Global Services 
Alona Davis
Air Quality Specialist, Bay Area Air Quality Management 
District 
David Edwards, PhD, LEED AP 
CEO, Earth Bound Homes
Katie Excoffier
Sustainability Manager, Genentech 

Tom Flannigan
Public Information Officer, Bay Area Air Quality Management 
District 
Kirsten Flynn, Allied ASID, LEED GA
Interior Designer, Sustainable Home 
Scott Gould
Senior Energy Engineer, Sustainability and Energy 
Management Group, Stanford University 
Geraldina Grunbaum
Senior Environmental Planner, Bay Area Air Quality 
Management District 
Alex Haedrich, MBA, CSP, CHMM, CLCS, LEED GA 
Associate Director, EHS & Security, DURECT Corporation
Nick Halmos 
CEO, Cityblooms
Greg Hemsworth 
Key Account Manager, Veolia North America
Dan Hoffman, PE, LEED AP 
Senior Director, Global Real Estate and Facilities, Nimble 
Storage

Christine Kohl-Zaugg - Committee Chair 
Principal and Founder, BluBubble Innovation Services
Charley Knoderer
Technical Service Manager, Bay Area Air Quality Management 
District
Pamela Leong
Engineering Manager, Bay Area Air Quality Management 
District 
Blair Michael 
EHS Manager,Thermo Fisher Scientific
Elias Nacif 
Vice President, Service by Medallion
Sharon Refvem, AIA, LEED Fellow 
Senior Associate/Director, Sustainability Resource Group, 
Hawley Peterson & Snyder Architects
Joseph Steinberger
Principal Environmental Planner, Bay Area Air Quality 
Management District 
Sally Tomlinson 
Development Committee Member, Environmental Volunteers
Natasha Tuck, LEED AP 
Sustainability Manager, Real Estate & Workplace, VMware
Chad White, PhD – Committee Chair
Senior Environmental Planner, Bay Area Air Quality 
Management District 
Dan Wilkowsky, PE 
Environmental Engineer, CRB Consulting Engineers
Anna Zimmermann Jin
Manager, Analysis and Insight, Skoll Foundation 

Alex Haedrich, MBA, CSP, CHMM, CLCS, LEED-GA
Associate Director, EHS & Security, DURECT Corporation
David Kaneda
Managing Principal, Integral Group, Northern California
Tim McRae
Energy Director, Silicon Valley Leadership Group
Laura Teksler 
Vice Chair, Environmental Commission, City of Los Altos
Adam Stern
Executive Director, Acterra

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
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ACTERRA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Lucille Glassman – President
Susan Dunn – Vice President 
Steve Monosson – Treasurer
Lindsey Kalkbrenner – Secretary 
Ranae DeSantis
Kelly Drewitt
Edith Eddy
Catherine Elvert
Nancy Grove
Jerry Hearn

Acterra’s mission is to bring people together to create local solutions 
for a healthy planet.
Acterra is a San Francisco Bay Area 501(c)(3) nonprofit based in 
Palo Alto that brings people together to create local solutions for 
a healthy planet. Our roots go back to 1970 with a long history of 
environmental education and action. Acterra now focuses on the 
most urgent issue of our time: climate change. We promote and 
support energy efficiency and renewable energy, transportation 
innovation, and sustainable business practices. Visit us at acterra.org

ABOUT ACTERRA

This program was printed on acid-free, 100% recycled, 100% post-consumer paper.

2017 ADDITIONAL PROGRAM FINALISTS
City of Cupertino — Cupertino Environmental Education Center  
City of Santa Cruz — GreenWharf
Enlighted
Oracle 
ROTHY’S
SHARP Development Company — 380 N Pastoria, Sunnyvale
Streetwyze
United Airlines — Sustainable Alternative Jet Fuel
Webcor Builders — Zuckerberg San Francisco General Hospital & 

Trauma Center

Mike Hindery
Bruce Hodge
Sudhanshu Jain 
Bruce Klafter
Mark Ostrau
Dan Quinn
Kristin Sterling
Jonathan Taylor
Japjit Tulsi



Thank you to our sponsors...

With special thanks to BaciPix, SAJJ Mediterranean, REI, Alter Eco, Rick Row, and  
the Acterra Business Environmental Awards Advisory and Judging Committees.
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